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Hawk Informer
TM

Finally, an affordable 

option to monitoring 

process pressure with 

a built-in alarming 

system to notify you 

when pressure is too 

low. Simply hook it 

to an outside faucet 

of a home, or with an 

inexpensive adapter 

connect it to a fire 

hydrant, and collect 

vital information 

to solve pressure 

problems anywhere in your service 

area. When you’ve solved that problem, 

move it to other areas of town where 

water pressure problems are being 

reported. The best part is that it runs 

on two C-cell batteries. Power can 

also be supplied to the Hawk Informer 

through other sources to better 

accommodate remote areas that are 

not frequently visited by an operator. 

The Hawk InformerTM is a cellular-based, 

self-contained and environmentally 

sealed device that will monitor process 

pressure, collect data, and report any 

problems to you through a phone call 

or text. The Hawk Informer can also be 

used to monitor standpipe water levels 

as well as to sense a float in a manhole.

Let Hawk SCADA help you adapt one of 

our newest products to your needs!

Hawk Informer
TM

Cellular-based, battery-operated, and  
environmentally sealed alarming device

TM
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Technical Specifications:

Cellular-based, battery-operated, self-

contained and environmentally sealed 

alarming device

Contains internal transducer to measure 

process pressure

Power: Operates on two C-cell batteries (est. 

life 1-2 weeks depending on user settings). 

Can also be hooked into AC power as well as a 

deep-cycle battery

External 4-20mA input (could be used to 

measure an existing transducer)

FEATURES:

Affordable

Cellular based

Battery operated - 
runs off a regular 2 

C-Cell batteries,

Can also be adapted 
to A/C power as 

well as a deep-cycle 
battery for remote 

areas

Self-contained, 
environmentally 

sealed 

Standard uses 
include: pressure 

monitoring at end 
of complex pipe 

runs, fire hydrant 
monitoring, 

standpipe and 
elevated tank level 

monitoring, manhole 
monitoring


